Overview of The Self-Awakening Kit

-Rion Freeberg

Start Here!

Here is an overview of the 7 Module Self-Awakening Kit to get you started!

De-Briefing:
Self-Awakening is how you can directly become your Greater Self and live
in a growing personal and professional Renaissance. This PDF isn’t as sexy
but it intros the overview of the ‘HOW’ plus ‘how to get started’. It’s your
de-briefing. Please dive into the Intro PDF following this Kit overview.
It’s recommended that you go ahead and download the entire Kit if you
have the bandwidth so that you can listen to them when and where you
can, otherwise you can access everything online.
The Kit is in mixed media: PDFs, Audio .mp3s and Video. Don’t let it all
overwhelm you, just take each Module 1 at a time and progress through.
For the videos that are there as you go through the Kit, go ahead and make
sure you view those to catch crucial information.
Now I’m going to overview the rest of the actual Kit itself (which goes further into depth for your foundation) so you have a ‘big picture’ view of
what to expect as you get started. Then you’ll see exactly what’s in the Kit.
Remember that there are WORLDS more to discover within the realm of
Self-Awakening, highly conscious energy in media and integrating the Best
of East & West into your own world-rocking Personal Growth strategy,
practice and application, but this Kit will undoubtedly get you started.
Don’t dive straight into the playlists ! if you are completely new to this
because you could sabotage the entire potential of this life-changing power.

Module 1:
Introduction to Self-Awakening
Start with the PDF and then the ‘Greater Self: Expansion .mp3’. Then the
‘Expanded Intro .mp3’ will give you a comprehensive introduction & overview including ‘What is Consciousness’, benefits, a little bit of the history
and how we compare to other Growth/New Age Methodologies. If you’re
in a hurry you can bypass this for now but if you have the time it’s recommended you go through the Intro PDF and the .mp3’s.

Module 2: e3 Valuation
This is the single most important lesson of the Kit. When you ‘get it’ this
lesson will radically improve your life and quantum leap your personal
reality. It’s what I call ‘The Billion Dollar Lesson’.
e3 simply stands for the pure valuation of:

Energy, Emotion, Egoless
No matter what you do, even if you don’t continue with Self-Awakening
(which is an always free practice on your own if you’re leveraging Youtube), this Module alone can leap your consciousness dramatically so you
WON’T want to miss it.
Go through the entire Module and especially the video example. People
go decades without ever seeing the bliss that is in front of them: e3 is your
practical bridge to enlightenment IN modern reality without only having
to escape society in solitude.

Since I assume entertainment is a big part of your life and time, simply taking e3 valuation to your current programming and favorites across all of
your media collection and access will make a profound difference. If you
value Soul, it will bridge a higher reality for you as well into practical living.
e3 makes the difference between entertaining yourself to consumer levels
of diversion (yet oppression) or into empowered enlightenment!

Module 3:
Setting Up a Session
Module 2 was longer but Module 3 is really short. In fact, it’s so ridiculously easy and fun to get started because you can do Self-Awakening work in
private (preferred) or even in public with a smart phone, iPod or laptop.
Make sure to watch this short video.

Module 4:
Heart-Awakening Basics
This lesson will get you started on our own original and simple technique
which allows you to directly connect with and experience the Universal
consciousness and power of Heart & Love.
It’s also a POWERFUL releasing tool on it’s own. Usually, instead of
harnessing our Heart power, we repress and divert it in the West; this is
why we have so many emotional issues, blocks and anxieties which are
keeping us out of our Natural State of balance with effortless releasing.

Discover how our direct technique compares to other emotional releasing
methods AND how it’s different because you can use it for healing as well
as for Self-Growth and professional, performance output.
If you’re a professional creative, artist, producer, writer, architect, musician,
songwriter, instrument player, performer, etc. the basic technique of HeartAwakening can be your single greatest ‘go-to’ secret because Heart is so
crucial not just in Arts & Entertainment but in manifesting your
Greater purpose in life or career.
It’s also relevant as an entrepreneur and communicating with more power
and passion aligned to your cause. It will take the ‘work’ you’ve been doing
with effort ‘Personal’ Growth and empower it with Heart. There’s so much
to discover when you connect with your own Heart and harness it’s energy.
What’s further great about the practice is that you can and SHOULD mix
other techniques in with your Awakening work so go ahead and don’t miss
Module 4. Heart Bliss is different than Spiritual bliss and with SelfAwakening you can value them BOTH (simultaneously too ;).
Our direct valuation of Heart as pure Emotional consciousness just keeps it
simple and straightforward.
(I made sure to put a ‘-’ between Heart and Awakening to further differentiate us but really all higher paths lead to Greater experience so if there are
other Heart or Love conscious techniques you know of, please use them.
Self-Awakening is meant to be customizable to YOU and in addition to our
original methodology, is open source).

Module 5:
Sexual-Awakening: Natural Grounding Basics
Module 5 will get you started with the overall ‘open source’ concept of
Sexual-Awakening and working with your sexual energy (including all
prime methodologies that support it); but it’s really to get you started on
the foundational practice of ‘Natural Grounding’.
This is easily at least 50% of all my own personal Session times during
Awakening work. Go through all of the Module’s resources if you can.
Natural Grounding is Sexual Polarity Meditation and as you’ll discover it’s
very fun and infinitely empowering. You also do Natural Grounding by
attuning to highly conscious media and letting that energy awaken you...it’s
just a core foundation of Self-Awakening itself so you should learn it.
The primary form is videos of Awakened ‘Goddess’ women which you can
start with our playlists.
Both men and women can do variative styles of Natural Grounding to
re-calibrate their sexual energy, cure porn addiction, anxieties, blocks and
create natural attraction, chemistry and passion as well as have far more
vitality, inspiration, flow, performance, bliss and influence.
1000s of men have already been doing Natural Grounding around the
world but now that Self-Awakening is here, it’ll be great to take it to many
more people and women. Self-Awakening EMPOWERS Natural
Grounding if you’re already into it btw.

Module 6:
What An Awakening Session Looks Like
This is just a basic starter example of me getting going through some realworld sessional insights and active programming.
This is not at all me being in high states of reality...how I communicate that
externally is something I’ll be opening up to and professionally getting
across to you more and more through time...so thanks for your patience @
this time. Just use this as a general, logistical reference for now.
You’ll discover that you alone must be the programmer and D.J. 100% from
highly conscious media.
The official ‘How to Do Self-Awakening’ PDF is also here..try not to skip
ahead until you get to this point.

Module 7:
Beginner Insights & Progressive Tips
This Module will get you on a much more progressive Track to see results
you not only experience, know and feel are real but that which you’ll start
seeing benefits in with all areas of your life. You can already start your
sessions on or before this time..these will help accelerate your Fast Start.
Mod 7 also includes your Starter e3 Resources and Playlists!

What’s In The Kit & How to Use It:

You can find and access everything from the Kit download page or click on a Module below to
go right to it online. Either watch and access online OR you can download everything at your
leisure to go through on your own; your choice.

Global Kit PDF’s:
+Self-Awakening Kit Overview
+Self-Awakening FAQ (To be added later)

Module 1: Introduction to Self-Awakening
PDFs: +Intro to Self-Awakening
MP3s: +Greater Self: Expansion
Welcome + Expanded Intro

Module 2: e3 Valuation
MP3s: +Intro to e3 Valuation
+e3 Valuation Continued
VDO: +e3 Example Prep
+e3 Example Experience

Module 3: How to Prep For a Session
VDO: +How to Prep for a Session

Module 4: Heart-Awakening Basics
MP3: +Heart-Awakening Basics

Module 5: Sexual-Awakening - Natural Grounding Basics
PDF: +Natural Grounding Guide 2011
MP3s: +Intro to Natural Grounding
+Natural Grounding for Women
VDO: +How to Do Natural Grounding

Module 6: What a Session Looks Like
PDF: +*How To Do Self-Awakening*
VDO: +What a Session Looks Like

Module 7: Playlists, Progressive Beginner Tips & Insights
PDFs: +Your Starter Awakening Strategy
+Starter e3 Resources
+Starter Playlist/s
MP3: Progressive Beginner Insights
After this, dive into the Intro PDF in Module 1. Again, don’t get confused
by all the Media, rather focus on them 1 Module @ a time. You can go
through the Starter Kit either online at your own pace, download everything either Module by Module or in the entire Kit .zip onto your
computer (if available but it’s around 500 MB).
There may be PDF, audio and or video in each Module but go ahead and
‘digest’ all of the content as best you can within each Module one by one.
You can always reference the Master Kit Module HQ @
http://www.self-awakening.com/kit.html to re-access any of the Modules
content or download anytime. Work your way through to Module 7 and
then you’ll be ready to get started on your own with e3 Playlists into your
own personal Awakening sessions!

Post Kit Steps:
With the 7 Modules alone you’ll have enough to be up and running on
your own for starters (esp. with the Strategy PDF in Mod7). Then, view or
revisit the ‘How to do Self-Awakening’ PDF in Module 6 for a simple basic
start and get going with your own personal sessions off of our e3 playlists
and approved resources! This is the most important step, just starting sessions yourself.
Over the next few weeks you’ll get reminders of the Modules & Kit
contents via email if you want to take it a little slower, otherwise you can
just dive in now and learn everything you can.
Either way, make sure you remain on our mailing list ‘selfawakening@
getresponse.com’ for further updates and more tips, insights, training, playlists, resources, free modules, etc. You’ll also be able to get active in our
burgeoning worldwide online community. All of this foundational stuff is
free and I’ll be giving a lot.
The method and practice itself is always free* but there will be other
opportunities for you to make quantum personal growth & healing
through my supplementary paid products, private & group coaching,
events and support if you’re very serious about Personal Growth, becoming
your Greater Self and massively expanding your holistic experience of life.
It would help if you can share Self-Awakening with other progressive
people, friends or family you have in your life. Make sure to like and share
this on FaceBook as well (when integrated and public)!
Through word of mouth we can spread this to the world and help Awaken
others as part of the Global Awakening and evolution of consciousness.

Initial Disclaimer Note & *Free:
The ‘free’ practice of Self-Awakening and experiencing media with e3
valuation is really an evolution and upgrade not just entertainment (and
the future of it) but of human experience; your experience.
We’re working on higher levels of reality beyond consumer level, the least
we can do is support the Artists (as you’ll hear from me continually).
Although Youtube.com is always available for free, I officially (both on and
off the record) encourage you to support the Artists and Producers where
at all possible by buying their resources.
I’ve led by personal example on this for years even when no one was looking (often out of my way buying multiples of the same resource).
Karmically it’s the right thing to do..(at least after you’ve dived in and are
getting some high value and if they DO have the resources available for
purchase). It’s worth it and in fact Awakening resources should cost more.
Everything about the e3 playlists is promotional and sending more positive energy (including money) towards the original producers & artists and
their part of the Law of Attraction. In the evolution of things as this
practice grows, it could be possible to change the sway of what people value
AS entertainment including breaking new artists worldwide.
Please use Youtube responsibly and be an evolved, empowered prosumer,
thanks! Get Started with the Kit and get involved with our community.
You can email me questions or breakthroughs 24/7 to
rion@self-awakening.com

-Rion Freeberg, 2011
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